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Abstract

Astroturfing is the practice of an organization communicating a message using
fake “grass-roots” sources. Because these messages attempt to mimic ordinary indi-
viduals, distinguishing them from real grass-roots messages is a difficult task. In this
paper, I present a method for automatically detecting pro-government astroturfers
in China (colloquially referred to as the Fifty Cent Party), using comment meta-
data from a dataset of 70 million news media comments posted on 6 million news
articles from 19 popular news websites in China. I estimate that approximately
15% of all comments made on these 19 news websites are made by government as-
troturfers. This method of comment propaganda detection is automated, and does
not require manual human labeling. Instead, data are labeled according to meta-
data characteristic of the work procedures and behavioral patterns of government
astroturfers. Models trained on these metadata predict posts from a leaked dataset
of government astroturfers with as high as 94.1% accuracy. This method allows
researchers timely access to government astroturfer commentary from China. Ad-
ditionally, this method allows for prediction of astroturfers’ bureaucratic affiliation
using social network data, and can allow researchers to explore variance in how
this information control tactic is deployed in different bureaucracies and localities
in China. It also suggests a forensic method for detecting astroturfers in different
countries and online platforms.
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1 Introduction

Astroturfing is the promotion of an opinion or propagation of information through

fabricated “grassroots” behaviors and/or “social movements.” It is a tactic that has been

used by tobacco and oil companies to promote support for policies that are advantageous

to their interests.1 Authoritarian governments and political parties in democracies make

use of similar tactics to suppress discussion or guide opinion. Government astroturfers in

China, popularly known as the “Fifty Cent Party” (五毛党)2, are employees of a wide

range of government bureaucracies who are tasked with “guiding opinion” online. They

post pro-regime messages on social media platforms, deliberately hiding their identity,

with the goal of appearing to be ordinary citizens.

While there is a growing literature in political science on bot detection (Stukal, Sanovich,

& Tucker, 2017), very little work has been done to detect astroturfers. While these bot-

detection methods must discriminate between humans and machines, astroturfer detection

must differentiate one class of humans from another. Astroturfers, unlike bots, are hu-

mans, usually posting manually, and often crafting custom messages. Because the practice

of government astroturfing involves hiding one’s identity and appearing to be an ordinary

user, differentiating an astroturfer from an ordinary user is a difficult task. There has

been very little scholarship dedicated to government astroturfing, and there have been

no successful attempts to identify government astroturfing in China. Computer scientists

have tried to use unsupervised methods to detect activity from government astroturfers,

but they relied on text data and made many assumptions about the text content of astro-

1Evidence of campaigns and their effectiveness can be found in work by Cho, Martens, Kim, &
Rodrigue (2011).

2Government astroturfers in China are colloquially referred to as members of the “Fifty Cent Party”
(五毛党). They are so called because they are purportedly paid 0.5 RMB per post (0.07 USD) to post
pro-regime commentary on social networks, online news channels, and other websites with user-generated
content. Their official title is usually some variant of “internet commentator” (网络评论员)
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turfer posts. These methods were unsuccessful, and researchers “located no evidence that

any of [observed] users are [Fifty Cent Party members]” (Yang, Yang, & Wilson, 2015).3

A key obstacle to the study of political astroturfing is the difficulty of data collection.

So as to prevent researcher-induced bias, analysis of astroturfing often requires empirical

ground truth4 data. Because of limited available data, researchers have sometimes relied

on a “you’ll know it when you see it” approach to identifying astroturfers. For example,

ethnographic research by Han (2015b,a) identifies astroturfers by searching for language

that “[smells] strongly of official propaganda” (Han, 2015b). Though these users were

likely to have indeed been astroturfers, there is a small chance that some of those users’

opinions were genuinely in line with official propaganda and they were commenting in-

dependently, and not on behalf of a government organization. In China these users are

called the “Volunteer Fifty Cent Party” (自干五). Though Han’s analysis was careful,

this “you know it when you see it” approach to astroturfing may introduce less careful

researchers’ biases or preconceptions about what astroturfing looks like. These biases may

reflect popular conceptions of astroturfing as depicted in the media and academic litera-

ture. Many assumptions about the Fifty Cent Party appear to be myths, most notably,

the assumption that astroturfers are paid piecemeal (50 cents per post).

Because of the difficulty of differentiating users with genuinely pro-regime opinions from

astroturfers, recent works have advocated the use of ground-truth data, where the identity

of government astroturfers has been somehow uncovered. That is, leaks or public disclo-

3This is likely because text content alone can not adequately discriminate between government astro-
turfers and ordinary citizens in the same way that non-text features can.

4“Ground truth” refers to information that has been gathered empirically rather than through infer-
ence. In this analysis, “ground truth” refers to data where the identity of the commentator—astroturfer
or not—can be observed. If a model’s predictions resemble empirically observed “ground truth,” this
suggests that inferences from a model are of good quality.
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sures have identified that the true source of comments is astroturfers and not ordinary

netizens. Keller, Schoch, Stier, & Yang (2017) make use of publicly disclosed astroturfing

data from the Park campaign in South Korea to describe the behavior of astroturfers

during and after a highly contested election. In another ground-truth-based study, King,

Pan, & Roberts (2016) estimate the number of astroturfer comments made each year in

China. They extrapolate from astroturfer comments reported to managers via email as

found in a cache of hacked emails from a local district Propaganda Department in China.5

Though studies that make use of ground truth data avoid the problem of researcher-

induced biases and have no trouble disambiguating ordinary users with pro-government

positions from astroturfers, the data used for these analyses can come with their own

biases. Exclusively relying on these ground-truth datasets may limit our analysis to the

moment in time captured by leaks or disclosures. Without a method of detecting astro-

turfers, researchers risk becoming dependent on rare leaks or public disclosures to study

astroturfing. This forces researchers to either study astroturfing using cross-sectional

analyses, or assume that inferences from one cross-section can be applied to others. This

becomes a problem when leaked or publicly disclosed data are regionally biased, involve

highly specific subject areas, or cover a short span of time.

In this paper, I outline a method of identifying government astroturfers that can be

validated usign ground truth data, but does not rely on it exclusively for the analysis.

This method leverages metadata that is commonly provided alongside text features in

social text scraped from the internet. Because behavioral patterns are encoded in meta-

5Research by King et al. (2016) asserts that astroturfing is not about persuasion, and more about
distraction through “cheerleading.” My work runs counter to these assertions, instead finding that the
point of astroturfing is about responding to “public opinion emergencies” through agenda-setting, and
“dilution” of “negative sentiment” through posts with “positive energy (正能量).”
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data, researchers can draw upon documentary sources to create rules that differentiate

astroturfer behavior from the behavior of ordinary users. To address possible researcher

induced bias, researchers can use ground truth data to validate rules for discriminating

ordinary users from astroturfer users. This approach involves 1) identifying work and be-

havior patterns that differentiate astroturfers from ordinary users, 2) retrieving likely and

unlikely astroturfer texts from large text corpora using these rules, 3) training a binary

text classifier with likely and unlikely astroturfer texts, and 4) validating this classifier by

comparing model predicted outcomes to ground truth outcomes.

I utilize this approach to detect astroturfers in a large database of 70 million news

media comments from 19 popular news outlets that vary in their state-affiliation, level of

commercialization, and region. First, I identify behavioral patterns of astroturfers using

a in-depth study of a corpus of government documents and training manuals (Miller,

2016). I create several rules that discriminate between astroturfers and ordinary users

using these sources and analyses. Second, I retrieve comments that satisfy the rules

outlined in the first step. Third, I train several binary classifiers to discriminate between

the comments retrieved in the second step from their complement in the corpus. Finally,

I use ground truth data of leaked astroturfer comments from the Zhanggong Propaganda

Department to validate these models. Each classifier predicts astroturfer comments from

the Zhanggong leak with greater than 90% accuracy.

2 Identifying Government Astroturfers

In order to avoid researcher-induced bias, I use metadata rather than text content to

infer whether a user is an astroturfer or an ordinary user. In my data, metadata includes IP
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address, post time, social network data from Weibo (a Chinese social media service similar

to Twitter), comment likes, usernames, user locations, etc. These metadata can be used to

analyze comments without any assumptions about the syntactical or dictional content of

the comment text. Instead, using what is known about government astroturfers’ network

behavior and modal job responsibilities, researchers can look for empirical patterns one

would expect from only astroturfers and not ordinary users.

If researchers can identify patterns in metadata that can convincingly discriminate

between ordinary and astroturfer users, they can make inferences about the identity of

astroturfers without relying on “ground truth” data. Inferences however, will only be

certain in the handful of cases where astroturfers identify themselves in their social media

handles as Figure 3 shows some doing. This is why, instead of starting with ground truth

data, I use ground truth data to validate my metadata-based detection approach.

2.1 What We Know About Government Astroturfers

Documents about tactics, job responsibilities and institutional structures can be read-

ily found on the websites of various bureaucracies, and party instruction manuals and

textbooks are widely available for purchase in Chinese bookstores. These documentary

sources, first used in Miller (2016) provide useful information about the process of gov-

ernment astroturfing in China.

Though bureaucracies and government organs such as the Central Propaganda Depart-

ment, the Cyberspace Administration of China, and its parent organization, the Central

Leading Small Group for Internet Security and Informatization are notoriously secretive,

the process of government commentating is actually not very sensitive. Government com-
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mentating is routinely and openly discussed at all levels of government and in the press

(Zhang, 2011; Global Times Editorial Team, 2016), and has even been addressed, though

indirectly, by President Xi Jinping (Huang & Zhai, 2013; Xinhua, 2016). Public acknowl-

edgement, such as the Henan Public Security Bureau’s press release boasting about hiring

100 government astroturfers, is quite common.6 Moreover, it is not uncommon for Chi-

nese netizens to support and condone this practice. The Chinese Government frames this

practice as a means to combat hostile Western forces, protect Internet sovereignty, and

guide public opinion.

Commentating teams exist throughout the vast web of Chinese bureaucracies.7 Core

commentating teams, when needed, can draw on individuals serving under other bureau-

cratic functions to aid in an urgent or more intensive campaign. Astroturfers usually are

a part of public opinion monitoring divisions, and exist alongside structures responsible

for surveillance. When public opinion analysts uncover a potential threat, commentating

teams are directed to implement detailed contingency plans, responding with a carefully

crafted and unified message to the specific public opinion event (Zou & Su, 2015).

After a close reading of government documents, manuals, and textbooks for internet

commentators and public opinion monitors, I outline several common behavioral patterns

of astroturfers that one would not expect to see from ordinary users. To ensure that

the patterns described in manuals reflect what we see in practice, I compare the content

of manuals to a leaked email archive from the Zhanggong Propaganda Department and

confirm that these patterns are a good measure of astruturfer behavior in practice. These

6See the press release (in Chinese): http://goo.gl/rgz4xn
7Agricultural bureaucracies, tourism bureaus, propaganda departments, information offices, police

departments, public security bureaus, prisons, and Communist Youth League organizations all have their
own commentating teams, usually in core teams of two or more individuals.
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leaked emails include spreadsheets, screenshots, word documents, and text files of as-

troturfer comments that are reported to managers during district astroturfer campaigns.

These data were very messy and required manual and automated methods to process and

clean. These data are quite biased, and are likely not representative of how astroturfing

works nationally. Zhanggong is not representative of China. It is a district in the small,

prefecture-level city of Ganzhou, a relatively poor city. This ground truth dataset contains

approximately 40,000 astroturfer comments from 8 distinct astroturfing campaigns, many

of which are local PR campaigns that are not nationally salient. The media sources tar-

geted by commentators are often local or esoteric. Though these data are biased, and can

only tell us so much about the process of astroturfing ouside of Zhanggong, it allows for

empirical validation of government astroturfer behavior identified in documentary sources

and later used to build astroturfer detection models.

These text sources suggest that there are no specific bureaucracies tasked with com-

mentating. Instead, I find examples of commentating teams in almost every conceivable

bureaucracy. These documents also seem to contradict common understanding that this

practice is done in people’s spare time, and that they are paid piecemeal. Instead, the

documents suggest that nearly all astroturfers are office workers. Additionally, though the

practice is not uniform across bureaucracies, certain regularities appear in more developed

bureaucracies. For example, astroturfers are often aided by sophisticated monitoring soft-

ware developed by private companies (Goonie) or state media outlets (People’s Daily’s

Media Opinion Monitoring Office). I have identified over 100 such opinion management

services operating in mainland China. Bo Mai confirms this trend in his work on sub-

national governments’ budgets for surveillance technology in China (Mai, 2016). Astro-

turfers are often full-time workers with specific titles such as “news spokesperson (新闻发
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言人),” “internet commentator, (网络评论员)” “public opinion analyst (舆论分析员),”

etc. Though these job titles are common, it does not mean that every government astro-

turfer works full time. Some are called upon only during crises, and when they are not

needed, they return to their primary responsibilities. During crises, organizations such

as the Communist Youth League encourage members to volunteer as astroturfers. For

example, the Guizhou Province’s Communist Youth League’s guidelines for astroturfer

teams stresses the need to “establish a quick mobilization system: Be able to mobilize

20% of members in 3 hours, 50% of members in 24 hours and 80% of members in 72

hours” (Anonymous, 2014).

Because Propaganda Department leaks from a single level of government are not gener-

alizable to the practice of astroturfing throughout China’s vast bureaucracy, I refrain from

using data from available leaks (except for final validation of classification models), and

build a model based upon common astroturfer behaviors that are recorded in comment

metadata. The behavioral patterns I use are parsimonious and consistent with nearly

all official descriptions of government commentating work as reflected in aforementioned

documents.

2.2 Labeling Observations

I label comments (government or non-government) using common behavioral patterns

and job responsibilities of government astroturfers, as inferred from documents and records

available on the practice throughout China. In crafting these rules, the goal was to use

modal behaviors of government astroturfers so as to capture the many diverse practices

of commentating across different bureaucracies and government ranks. When combined

together, these rules make it extremely unlikely that a non-government comment would
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be misclassified as a government comment.

2.3 What are the Defining Attributes of Government Astro-

turfer Behavior?

Figure 1: Types of Online Commentary
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Based on how the process of commentating is described in government documents, I

create a typology of online commentary to describe how I separate real user commentary

from government astroturfer commentary (see Figure 1).

I start with two dimensions of online speech that are most discriminating between the

behaviors of ordinary internet users and government astroturfers: 1) the level of organi-

zation of posting behavior, and 2) the alignment of content to state interests. Using this

typology, we can define astroturfing commentary as content that is aligned to state inter-

ests and is produced in a systematic, institutionalized way. A more detailed explanation

of this typology can be found in the appendix.
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2.4 Rules for Automatically Labeling Comments

With the key dimensions that discriminate between normal and astroturfer commentary

in mind, I outline the rules I use to search for government astroturfer comments. For each

rule, I discuss 1) the typological classes into which the rule separates comments, 2) docu-

mentary evidence from central government manuals and local government documents that

confirm behaviors or working procedures targeted by the rule, and 3) empirical evidence

of the rule’s discriminating potential using leaked government astroturfer posts from the

Zhanggong Propaganda Department to measure government astroturfer behavior, and

both my database of commentary and a random sample of Weibo posts as a baseline for

normal user posts.

The procedure below will automatically label posts for a training set that will be used

to predict comments in the database that lack complete metadata. These rules will

select a subset of all comments belonging to government astroturfers that will be used to

train a classifier. This classifier will provide an estimate of the proportion of government

astroturfers in news comment sections online, the topic distribution of astroturfer-targeted

content, and the bureaucratic affiliation of government astroturfers.

1. There are two or more users posting from the comment’s IP address

Typological Classes: As described in the previous section, government astroturfers

work in office environments at a wide variety of bureaucracies. Employees using

the same router, as is common in office situations, almost always share the same

IP address. Government astroturfers, because they are more “institutional” than

“individual” should then be observed at IP addresses with posts made by several
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users.8

Documentary Evidence: In the corpus of public and leaked government docu-

ments, nearly all documents that included employee rosters either listed several

employees with the title “internet commentator” or listed several employees whose

responsibilities include monitoring and guiding opinion. It is clear based on evidence

from the leaked email archive and these documents that government commentat-

ing is almost always done in team settings. Moreover, official party cadre manuals,

textbooks, bureaucratic job descriptions, and employee responsibility documents in-

dicate that bureaucrats working full-time in other functions are mobilized as needed

to comment alongside the core full-time public opinion monitoring and commentat-

ing employees. For particularly urgent “public opinion emergencies,” this trend will

be even more pronounced. This practice is described in detail in several manuals

and textbooks on Internet commentating (Zou & Su, 2015; Gao & Zhang, 2011).

Empirical Evidence: The emails from the Zhanggong Propaganda Department

leak confirm this behavior. There are 233 Weibo accounts listed in URL form in

the leak, and there are several news stories and events identified in the leak that

astroturfers targeted simultaneously from different accounts. Of the commentating

reports to management that include user information, nearly all of them include

posts made by several users at the same work unit (单位). Among these documents,

there is an average of 11 separate users working on the same commentating task.

Additionally, there is ample evidence that individual astroturfers make use of sev-

8This will be true unless employees share a single account. This would defeat the purpose of comment
astroturfing because the entire point of astroturfing is to create the appearance of mass support or unity
in opinion.
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eral accounts, posting from them at the same time to increase the appearance of

“grassroots” support (Ai, 2012). In the Zhanggong leak, several documents confirm

this trend, with some users utilizing as many as 50 different accounts at the same

time.

2. There is an unusual volume of posts attributed to the IP address (more

than 20 posts)

Typological Classes: This rule helps discriminate between “institutional” and “in-

dividual” accounts, and is particularly helpful at screening out public WiFi networks

that may have a high number of usernames associated with an IP address, but do not

have a large volume of posts that would be characteristic of a large commentating

campaign.

Documentary Evidence: In rosters of employees, most government offices with

astroturfer teams usually have at least 2 employees working full time on public

opinion management. Because of this trend, for government IP addresses, there

are likely more posts per IP address than an ordinary internet user who chooses

to participate in article discussion threads. Moreover, government astroturfers are

often encouraged and evaluated based on the number of posts they make (CCP,

2013), often receiving a certain number of points per post.

Empirical Evidence: In the Zhanggong Propaganda Department leak, email re-

ports to management detailing commentating work have an average of approxi-

mately 30 posts. In the leak, there is also evidence of users posting several thousand

comments during a “public opinion emergency.” In contrast, the average number of
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posts per IP address in my entire dataset, which can be seen as a baseline for normal

commenting behavior is 1.85. I set the threshold at 20 posts, an approximate lower

bound for the number of comments reported for campaigns in the Zhanggong leak.

3. Posts belonging to the IP address are sentence-length (post length, in

characters are on average > 20).

Typological Classes: This rule helps discriminate between “institutional” and “in-

dividual” accounts, capturing the more conscientious behavior of commentators and

filtering out more ad-hoc, unvarnished posts of ordinary commentators.

Documentary Evidence: In government documents a great deal of attention is paid

to the quality of posts made by government astroturfers. Documents that outline

government astroturfer job responsibilities usually require ideological purity and

sophistication of post content. Additionally, astroturfers are consistently required to

be well-informed on relevant issues. All messages are to conform to the instructions

given by managers, and are reported back in emails. These requirements make it less

likely that a post coming from a government astroturfer will be short. Government

astroturfers in many circumstances are required to make posts that are longer than

a certain number of characters (CCP, 2013).

Empirical Evidence: In the leaked Zhanggong archive, the average post length was

around 30 characters, and most are complete sentences. To ensure most comments

from a user are written in complete sentences, I set the threshold to an average of

20 characters.
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4. Weibo accounts associated with this IP address follow or are followed by

at least one government account.

Typological Classes: This class separates commentary that is “aligned” with gov-

ernment interests from commentary that is “neutral” or “opposed” to government

interests.

Documentary Evidence: Government offices in my database of government doc-

uments frequently seek to gain large numbers of followers, as this is an important

metric of local government performance (Peoples Daily Weibo Data Center, 2015).

Moreover, managers also may follow individuals so as to supervise their work.

Empirical Evidence: Because astroturfers work in office environments, manage-

ment often requests that employees follow the Weibo account of their work unit or

other relevant office(s). This is evident in the Zhanggong Propaganda Department

leak, which includes several spreadsheets of employees accounting for which of them

have followed government accounts as required. Because there are over 200,000

Weibo accounts to classify, I built a classifier to automatically determine whether

Weibo accounts are government or non-government accounts using a subset of la-

beled data. The practice of government astroturfers following and being followed by

government accounts is empirically observable in the leaked Zhanggong Propaganda

department emails. According to the decisions of the government Weibo classifier

(described in detail below) of the 233 accounts belonging to government astroturfers

in the leaked Zhanggong Propaganda Department dataset 127 (54%) of them follow,

or are followed by government Weibo accounts. As a baseline for normal behavior,
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I drew a random sample of Weibo accounts (Fu & Chau, 2013) and found that in

contrast, only 10% of them follow or are followed by government accounts.

***

If all of these rules are jointly satisfied, it is highly unlikely that government documents

returned by the search would not come from government sources. Predictive accuracy

of models trained on this subset of comments (94.1% accuracy in predicting Zhanggong

Propaganda Department comments) adds supportive evidence that each of these rules is

discriminating between ordinary comments and comments from government astroturfers.

The resulting set of predicted government comments nearly all appear to have a clear

pro-government agenda.

3 Government Weibo Account Classifier

Figure 2: Profile Pictures from a Random Sample of Predicted Government Weibo Ac-
counts
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The most difficult part of building the training set mentioned in the previous section

was identifying government Weibo accounts in a astroturfer’s social networks (rule 4).

A sizable subset of comments in the dataset (roughly 4 million) contained links to the

authoring user’s Weibo account. This is because in order to comment on Sina News, one

must sign in with their Sina account, which is also used for the Weibo microblogging

platform. In order to determine whether rule 4 of the labeling process is satisfied (that

at least one of the IP address’s users follows or is followed by a government account), I

needed to determine if each Weibo account in each user’s social network is a government

account, i.e. an account that is the official Weibo account of a government bureaucracy

or government organ, or an account of an idividual who identifies as a manager or leader

within a bureaucracy or government organ. State-owned enterprises are excluded. To

find these accounts, I construct a support vector machine (SVM) classifier9 trained on

manually labeled Weibo accounts with class labels:

C(xi) =


1 xi is a government account,

0 otherwise.

3.1 Features

The following features are extracted from Weibo account data and are transformed to a

data matrix used to fit the classifier.

1. Text from username and short description

(a) Tf-idf weighted unigram and bigram counts
(b) Counts: Punctuation, Emoji, latin characters, city names, province names
(c) Count of government words: A list of words most often associated with gov-

ernment agencies.

9Because classification models of text often have high-dimensional feature-space, they are well-suited to
the support vector machine (SVM) classifier. High dimensional spaces are more likely to be approximately
linearly separable, a necessary condition for a linear SVM to work (Joachims, 1998).
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(d) Count of non-government words: A list of words that would not likely be
associated with government accounts (such as “celebrity,” “athlete,” “NBA,”
“TV program,” “newspaper,” etc).

(e) Character length

2. Verified account or company account (binary)
3. Number of followers, following, posts (count, normalized)

3.2 Labeling Government Accounts

To begin the labeling process, I labeled a random sample of 3000 Weibo accounts that

were following or followed by likely government astroturfers in a subset of comments

meeting the requirements of rules 1, 2 and 4 in section 2.4.10 After the initial sample

was labeled, the remainder of Weibo accounts were labeled in batches of 100 using active

learning until 10,000 accounts were labeled. Each batch comprised the 50 accounts with

the shortest euclidean distance from each side of the class-separating hyperplane. Distance

to the class-separating hyperplane measures uncertainty, as the SVM algorithm attempts

to find the hyperplane that maximizes the margin between observations from each class.

This means that the points closest to the hyperplane are the most likely points to be

misclassified by the SVM. This iterative labeling process reduces the amount of labeled

data needed to achieve a high performing classifier (Brinker, 2003; Liu, 2004; Schohn

& Cohn, 2000; Tong & Koller, 2002). This process also can be useful for classification

problems with class imbalances as labeling enough positive observations (government

accounts) is difficult given their relative scarcity in the population. It also facilitates an

automatic way of discovering concepts that seem obvious to a human but are actually quite

10Identifying social network connections on Weibo took a great deal of computational resources and
time as there is no way of using the official Weibo API to obtain network connections. Instead, I had to
use a headless browser to manually crawl each account, a process that took several weeks.
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difficult for a computer to differentiate.11 See the algorithm for this labeling procedure in

the appendix.

Table 1: Results on Held-out Development Set

Class Precision Recall F1 Support

Non-Govt 0.98 0.92 0.95 903

Govt 0.83 0.96 0.89 381

Avg./Total 0.94 0.93 0.93 1284

3.3 Performance of Government Weibo Classifier

I fit a linear support vector machine (SVM) on labeled data using the features described

in the previous section. I employed randomized hyperparameter search and 5-fold cross

validation to choose an optimal set of parameters from predefined continuous and discrete

distributions of parameter values (Bergstra & Bengio, 2012). I used the hyperparameter

set achieving the highest cross-validated F-measure score on the held-out development

set. Table 1 shows the performance of the final model using precision, recall, and F1

metrics.12

11For example, the classifier had trouble with hospital Weibo accounts, as most of these accounts
include a city, and are organized by divisions and bureaus like government agencies. After one round of
active learning which included several hospital accounts, the classifier was able to correctly classify these
accounts.

12 Precision measures how accurate the guesses of the relevant class are. Recall measures how many
of the relevant class were recalled. F1 is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. F1 is useful for
hyperparameter tuning and is often chosen as the metric used to tune hyperparameters in grid search,
randomized search, or Bayesian optimization of hyperparameters (Snoek, Larochelle, & Adams, 2012).

Precision =
true positive

true positive + false positive
Recall =

true positive

true positive + false negative
F-Measure = 2 ·

precision · recall
precision + recall
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Table 2: Counts and Proportions of Government Accounts

Type Count %

Domestic Security 2057 43.79

Propaganda Organs 1211 25.78

Courts, Local Govts., Procuratorates 483 10.28

Communist Youth Leagues 257 5.47

Economic Development 151 3.21

Other 538 11.45

The following is a rough measure of the types of government connections (followers and following) of government

astroturfers.

3.4 Network Structure and Inferring the Bureaucratic Affilia-

tion of Astroturfers

The training set identified using rules in section 2.4 has network structures one would

expect from documentary evidence describing the organization of these teams. It appears

that government commentators cluster around Weibo accounts of similar region and bu-

reaucratic type. This is consistent with government documents and manuals that suggest

decentralization and specialization of commentating and opinion guidance work (Miller,

2016). As discussed in previous sections, government astroturfers are often connected

to the social media accounts of affiliated bureaucracies. This means that astroturfers’

social media data can be used to infer a astroturfer’s bureaucratic affiliation. Though

these guesses are crude, they confirm what is apparent in government documents and

manuals, that the practice of government commentating is common across a wide range

of bureaucracies in China.
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Network graphs for propaganda organs can be seen in Figure 3, and network graphs

for public security organs can be seen in Figure 4. Color nodes represent government

accounts that are followed by at least one government astroturfer. Gray nodes represent

government astroturfers. Several commentators in these figures even include their official

title of “Internet Commentator” in their Weibo account bio. All government accounts are

hand labeled according to bureaucracy type. A frequency table of government accounts

by type can be seen in Table 2. A plurality of government astroturfers are part of China’s

burgeoning domestic security apparatus13 Notably, propaganda departments do not make

up the bulk of commentary, as is widely assumed to be true.

Figure 3: Network Structure of Predicted Propaganda Accounts
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13In 2011, China’s spending on domestic security outstripped it’s military spending, and has continued
to grow significantly year-on-year (Buckley, 2011).
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Figure 4: Network Structure of Predicted Domestic Security Accounts
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4 Government Astroturfer Classifier

With the training data discovered using the metadata search process outlined above,

I trained a classifier to identify additional comments that could not be identified using

the search procedure due to insufficient metadata. For the negative class, I randomly

sampled an equal number of comments from the pool of comments one would expect

from an ordinary/civilian astroturfer, that is, posts where there is only one username

associated with an IP address, and less than 5 comments per IP address. This made up

the “non-government” class of comments. Once I fit classifiers on this training data, I

could use them to retrieve probable astroturfer comments that were not identified using

the search procedure due to missing metadata. I then validated classifiers on a sample of

government astroturfer posts from the leaked Zhanggong Propaganda Department emails,

showing that each classifier is predictive of ground-truth astroturfer comments.
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4.1 Text Features

Below are the text features used in my classification model. To prevent overfitting and

favor model sparsity, a subset of features are automatically discarded using the coefficients

of a linear SVM with `1 norm penalty. Features with coefficient values lower than the

mean of all coefficients are discarded (Rakotomamonjy, 2003).

Text classification using Chinese text requires an additional step due to the Chinese

writing system’s lack of spaces delineating the beginning and end of a word. Before using

a word features, it is necessary to segment text. For this I use a hidden Markov model

(HMM) to segment Chinese text.14 After segmentation, stopwords15 are removed.16

A full overview of features, including several custom features that proved discriminat-

ing are listed here:

1. Tf-idf17 weighted unigram and bigram counts
2. Count of province names
3. Count of country names
4. Count of city names
5. Count of punctuation
6. Emoji count
7. Text length (in characters)

Table 3: Results on Held-out Development Set

Algorithm Acc. Avg. Prec. Avg. Rec. Avg. F1 ZG Acc. P(GC) P(GC) s.e.

SVM 0.6764 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.9050 0.1582 0.000072

Logistic Regression 0.6779 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.9144 0.1710 0.000095

SVM, LR (ens.) 0.6821 0.69 0.68 0.68 0.9413 0.1453 0.000353

14For this, I use jieba, a Python tool for Chinese text parsing: https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
15Stopwords are words that carry little information (the, and, so, etc.)
16I use a stopword list that is a slightly modified version of the list used by Baidu, China’s Google, for

its natural language modeling.
17tf-idf stands for “term frequency inverse document frequency.” The term frequency tf is the count

of how many times a word appears in a document divided by the number of words in the document, the
inverse document frequency idf measures how often a term occurs across all documents and is measured
by log( total document count

count of documents containing word ), and the tf-idf weight is their product (tf · idf) (Lan, Tan, Low, &

Sung, 2005)
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4.2 Performance of Classifiers

Using the feature matrix outlined above, I fit several different classification algorithms

to the training set consisting of observations that meet all the behavioral rules outlined

in section 2.4.

As I did with the government Weibo classifier, I used 5-fold cross-validation and random-

ized hyperparameter search to select each model’s parameters, optimizing for F-measure

from predictions on held-out data (as explained above). After I tried a handful of classi-

fication algorithms and ensembles, I chose the 3 best performing models according to the

average F1 score for both classes: a support vector machine (SVM), a logistic regression

classifier, and a majority vote ensemble classifier comprised of a SVM classifier and a

logistic regression classifier. The performance of each model is well above the .5 baseline

for binary classification problems and achieves an accuracy of .9 or above on the leaked

Zhanggong comments.

4.3 Estimated Percent of Government Astroturfers in News Com-

ment Sections

After fitting several classifiers to training data, I used them to predict the proportion of

astroturfing commentary in the entire dataset. I use parametric bootstrap, drawing 1000

random samples of n = 25000 to estimate the proportion of government comments. The

raw proportion

n∑
i
ĉi

n
is biased because misclassification error is not uniform across classes.

To adjust for this bias, we must estimate the proportion of government comments using

the following equation, where ĉ = 1 if the model predicts the government comment class,
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and ĉ = 0 if the model predicts the non-government comment class:

P (ci = 1) =
P (ĉi = 1)− (1− recall0)

recall1 − (1− recall0)
; recallc =

true positivec
true positivec + false negativec

This estimator is unbiased so long as the performance metrics estimated with the train-

ing set “also hold in the unlabeled population set” (Levy & KASS, 1970; Hopkins &

King, 2010). Though I do not assume a distribution for the estimates of P (ci = 1), the

standard errors of the estimates in Table 3 assume normality, which appears reasonable

as all distributions of resampled estimates appear unimodal and normal.

Based on the proportion estimates in Table 3, government comments appear to make

up between 14.5%-17.3% of all commentary in the comment sections of the sample of

news sources represented in my dataset.

Conclusion

I outline a method for retrieval of government astroturfers using non-text metadata.

Based on careful and broad reading of government documents on the practice, I create

rules to automatically label a training set, each of which is validated using ground truth

data from the Zhanggong Propaganda Department emails. Using adjusted proportions

from several different classifiers, run on two datasets, I show that between 14.5%-17.1% of

all commentary represented in my dataset (approximately 6.75 million comments) come

from government astroturfers. All classifiers predict leaked propaganda data with at least

90% accuracy.
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5 Appendix

5.1 Data Collection

Figure 5: Data Collection and Processing Architecture
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I have built software to collect comment and article data at 10 minute intervals persis-

tently on a dedicated 64-core cluster, gathering approximately 2.5 million new comments

and 75,000 articles every week. Data are collected via requests to news websites through

the TOR network18 which obfuscates the server’s IP address to prevent request throttling.

Data have been collected since late 2015, spanning just over a year’s time. The scrap-

ing software targets 19 popular news outlets that vary in their state-affiliation, level of

commercialization, and region. Unless articles and posts are censored, or are deliberately

hidden, I collect the population of articles matching a site-specific regular expression for

news articles from each of these news websites.19 In total, I have collected approximately

18https://www.torproject.org/
19Article text and metadata along with each article’s comments and related user metadata are collected

using API’s I uncovered hidden in several sites’ software architectures, or slower, less efficient headless
browser scrapers that gather data from the DOM of a website.
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6 million articles and 70 million comments. Text features and data are processed asyn-

chronously. Please see Figure 5 for a detailed diagram of data collection and processing

architecture.

5.2 Typology of Online Commentary

Along the “organization” dimension, I specify two categories: “institutional” and “in-

dividual.” These categories describe the behavior I observe at each IP address. An IP

address represents a unique local internet network. This can be a wireless network for a

home, office, or coffee shop. At a normal IP address, one would expect an individual or

groups of individuals to behave in certain ways. For example, users at a coffee shop are

likely to visit a wide range of websites and it would be very unlikely that two individuals

at a single coffee shop would comment on the same news article. One would expect there

to be a great degree of variance in the topics of social media posts and articles upon which

individuals from this IP comment. Network activity such as this indicates a lack of group

coordination and an “organization” level that matches uncoordinated, or “individual”

browsing behavior. Conversely, one might observe an IP address where several users visit

the same news article and post similar content in favor of a government policy, a product,

or a church event. This type of activity seems more characteristic of a PR firm’s office, or

a government bureaucracy. If one observed messages from a single IP address that were

coordinated in this way, one might assume that the level of organization of comments

from this IP address is “institutional.”

Along the “alignment” dimension I specify three categories: “aligned”, “neutral”, and

“opposed.” These levels are fairly straightforward. Commentary that is “aligned” with

state interests is political in nature, and is consistent with the Party’s ideology. Com-
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mentary that is “opposed” to state interests is also political in nature, but criticizes the

Party’s policies, or expresses opinions that are in opposed to the interests of the regime.

Naturally, “neutral” messages are not political in nature, and thus do not lean one way

or another, an example would be news about a basketball game. Categories along this

“Alignment of Content to State Interests” dimension help distinguish if comments within

a single IP address are consistent with messages we would expect to come from state

actors. This dimension helps us disambiguate regime, corporate and foreign sources of

“institutional” commentary to aid in accurate detection of government astroturfing with

which we can train a text classification model.

“Government astroturfer commentary”, which is represented in the typology by the

cell in the top left, represents pro-regime commentary that comes from regime actors. I

define regime actors as any person employed by a government agency (i.e. bureaucrats,

politicians, government contractors). The motivation of this commentary is either to

“guide opinion” in the direction of state interests, signal regime strength, or organize the

the masses (i.e. the “mass line”20).

“Corporate-sponsored commentary” is commentary that is made for advertisement or

PR purposes, in support of a corporation or non-political organization. This encompasses

posts by individuals belonging to the “Water Army,” the corporate counterparts of the

“Fifty Cent Party,” who systematically post positive comments about a business or prod-

uct.21 The motivation of this commentary is to influence how individuals spend their

20The mass line (群众路线) is a theoretical leadership method that was developed in the Chinese
revolution and is now a part of Chinese Marxist-Leninist communication theory. The mass line stresses
that propaganda is a state tool for organizing the masses. According to these theories, the responsibility
of state leaders is to systematize diffuse thoughts, beliefs, and opinions of citizens.

21The term corporate is broadly defined, and can also include religious proselytization, consistent with
religion and politics literature describing the “firm-like” structure of religious institutions (Gill, 2008)
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money (i.e. to advertise).

“Foreign-regime sponsored commentary,” is commentary that is systematically posted

by foreign governments. Many in China believe that foreign governments are also in-

volved in systematically posting pro-West and pro-democracy comments on Chinese fo-

rums. Even if foreign governments do not engage in this behavior, the mere idea of it

is meaningful because it clarifies how the Chinese government rationalizes the need for

government astroturfers as a battle against foreign incursion into the sovereign space of

the Chinese internet. The motivation of this commentary is to guide opinion in the di-

rection of a foreign state’s interests, or to persuade individuals to adopt anti-government

attitudes within their own country. Though little evidence of these actors exists in China,

other states, such as Egypt may experience more foreign-regime sponsored commentary

from Israel or psuedo-state actors like ISIS.

Organic commentary (OC) represents commentary that one would expect to see from

ordinary individuals. This commentary is unsystematic, and is not aimed at changing

the nature of discussions. This type of commentary is represented in blue in Figure 1.

The motivation of this commentary is simply to participate in discussions of content.

Motivations may differ from individual to individual, but the average person does not

usually have any systematized agenda behind their comments, and even if they do have

an agenda (such as evangelizing or trolling), they act alone.

5.3 Active Learning Procedure

1. let x represent the set of observations with labels y

2. A class-separating hyperplane F ⊂ Rp is defined by F = {x : β0 + x′β = 0} .
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3. To find the optimal F we choose a hyperplane with the largest margin A:

max
β,β0

A subject to ‖β‖ = 1, yi(x
′
iβ + β0) > A, i = 1, · · · , N

4. Using out-of-sample observations x∗, find signed distance of each point in x∗ to F :

D = 1
‖β‖(β0 + x∗′β)

5. Sort D and hand-code y for the m points closest to the hyperplane (m can be chosen

to suit the specific coding task)

6. Repeat
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